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SGA, Class Officers
Chosen on Friday
The election of a new SGA
legislature for the 1969-70 school
year will be held on Fri., April 11.
Offices for next year’s senior,
junior and sophomore classes will
also be filled on that day.
The voting will take place in
th e l o b b y o f M em orial
Auditorium from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Candidates for department
representative for the SGA are:
biology, Bruce Elfstrom, Bill
S c i a r a p p a ; b u s in e s s and
distributive education, Michael
Mados, Thomas Bentz, Gary
Robertiella, Kathleen Monaghan;
chemistry, Richard Cahill, Mike
Siklosi, Ward Nelson; English,
Richard Kamencik, Linda Miller,
Robert Stickel, Loretta Douglas;
fine arts, Wendy MaePhail, Linda
J. Nagy, Greg Studerus, Kathy
Cammarata, George F. Drewes;
foreign languages, John Diamant,
R onald Green, Judi Manzi,.
Alfredo Fanelli.
Also ru n n in g are: home
econom ics, Suzanne Cassidy,
Mary Hutcheson, Mary Nitkewicz;
industrial education, Richard
Warren, Robert Cece, Ronald
D r e y e r , S ta n G rejew sk i;
mathematics, Mari Jo Marra,
James Coletta, Julius Wargacki,
R ay
L i n d g r e n , R o n a ld
Stankiewik, Karen Olson.
Other candidates are: music,
Jordan Denner, Faye Witcher,
David Mende; physical education,
F lo M aier, Debbie Nelson;
p h y sics-earth science, James

W ynne, Douglas Voigtlander;
psychology, Terry B. Lee; social
sciences, Susan Kempson, David
Levine, Bonnie Miller, James
Costabile; speech, Russell Layne,
Jane Farnam.
Candidates running for the
class of 1970 are: president,
Michael Hogan, Joe Macaluso and
Chuck Marranzo; vice president,
John Rolak, Trudi Scheurer and
Bob Brewer; secretary, Patti-Sue
Beirne and Michele Capetta;
treasurer, Nikki Relo, Michele
Reilly and Regina Nicosia; SGA
representatives, John Burke, Ruth
Goldstein and Sue Wasserman.
Candidates running for the
class of 1971 are: president,
Maurice Moran, Peter Tummillo
and D ennis P op eso n ; vice
president, Timothy Fanning and
Jim Bobinyec; secretary, Kathy
Dreyer; treasurer, Marlene Manela
and M arilynn C ook; SGA
representatives, Neil Nicastro,
Sharon-Marie Wancho and Gary
Patnosh.
Candidates running for the
class of 1972 are: president, Fran
Niedbala and Joseph Wardy; vice
president, Eugene Mahler, Jerome
W illiams and Bob Coffman;
secretary, Diane Binder and Lissa
R ic h a rd so n ; treasurer, Joyce
Goldstein, Anne Baldwin and
SGA
Marjorie
Coe;
representatives, Don Pendley,
Dian Duranleau, John Aneson,
C andy Joseph and Lorraine
Leitgeb.
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Clifton Wants Building
Halt on 16-Story Dorm
A five-day notice to stop construction on Montclair’s 16-story dormitory was issued to
the college last week by the city of Clifton, it was disclosed by Clifton city manager, William
Holster.
Holster claimed that a nuisance has been created by the land clearing which has been
going on for several weeks. He said that the removal of trees will result in a potential danger
of flooding and soil erosion in the Clifton area surrounding Valley road.
A resident of that neighborhood, Holster won immediate support from fellow residents
who have been fighting to keep
high rise apartments from the
hillside where construction is now
taking place. Clifton residents are
also opposed to the 28-story high
rise apartment planned for the
Garret Mountain Ridge located
off Valley road.
Although not opposed to high
rise projects, Holster was more
annoyed by the failure of the
state to ask for local approval
prior to the start of construction.
S t a f f P h o t o b y M o r e y A n t e b i.
“The state is running roughshod
over us again, and we will not C O N S T R U C T IO N C O N T IN U E S : Although the city of Clifton has filed
stand for it,” he said. He called a nuisance charge against the college, construction on the 16-story
upon the city’s legal staff to file a dormitory will continue as scheduled.
suit in Superior Court seeking an Calabrese’s remarks that the city will do is to stop flooding,” he
injunction to stop construction. knew of MSC’s master plans. He said. “It will improve the area, not
Holster had also claimed that said if anyone were to discuss the hurt it.”
Failing to comply with the
the college did not notify the city master plans with the college, it
o f its plans to build the would be himself since he holds request to halt construction, the
the position of city engineer as college was served with a nuisance
dormitory.
charge by the Board of Health of
Vincent Calabrese, director of well as city manager.
In reference to the nuisance Clifton. Since the college is
business services here, said that
Clifton’s city administration has claims Holster made, Calabrese situated on state property it is not
been shown the future plans for said that the construction plans subject to municipal regulations.
Presently the matter is in the
the college and that construction include the renovation of a
plans have been publicized natural gully on the west side of hands of Arthur J. Sills, attorney
throughout the newspapers at Valley road which will stop water general for the state of New
least four times in recent weeks. from running into Valley road. Jersey. Dormitory construction is
Holster took exception to “One of the things this dormitory continuing as scheduled.

Faculty Council Approves Proposal
For Student Evaluation of Professors

ANDEHSON AND MILLS

The Faculty Council has
unanimously approved a
s u b c o m m i t t e e proposal
effective this spring whereby
students will be able to
e val uat e their faculty
members.
Philip Anderson, chairman
of the Council and member
of the math department, has
said that although the
22-member Council has only
recommended that all faculty
members be evaluated by all
students, faculty response
should be favorable toward
this proposal.
Edwin Mills, academic
counselor and chairman of
the ad-hoc student and
faculty group set up to study
the possibilities of student
evaluation o f faculty, said
that although faculty will be
evaluated this spring, the
evaluations will be kept for
use by the individual
professor. “The intent is that
evaluations are to be used for

the educat i on o f the
professor.”
Anderson stated that since
the evaluations will be in the
hands of the individual
professors “hopefully the
faculty members will use this
to take any steps for
self-improvement.” Only this
semester will the evaluations
be kept strictly by the
professors.
The Facul ty Council
proposal also called for a
committee to develop a
satisfactory evaluation form.
Evaluation forms similar to
those now available in the
academic dean’s office will
be modified by the ad-hoc
committee for use by faculty
members.
The ad-hoc committee
( c o mmi t t e e on studentfaculty relationships) chaired
by Mills hopes to develop
objectives for the faculty
evaluation forms for the
eventual use in “determining

t enure,
teacher
ineffectiveness, etc.”
Mills noted that both the
students and faculty on the
commi t t ee held a very
posi ti ve attitude toward
facul ty evaluations. The
proposal was meant to be an
“educational process . . . to
let the professor understand
how the student perceives
h i m, the course, the
content.”
At present, the Faculty
Council is communicating
with all faculty members as
to its recent recommen
dation. However, Anderson
noted that the Council is not
a policy-making organization
b u t ca n o n l y
rilake
recommendations that may
be the basis for policy. Only
through a statement issued
by Dr. Richardson can the
e v a l u a t i o n s be made
mandatory for all faculty.
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CLUB's Kerr Lecture on
'Best, Worst of Times’
Scheduled forTomor row
By Carol Palukiewicz
Staff Reporter

Clark Kerr, speaking on the
problems in today’s institutions of
higher education, will present his
views on “The Best of Times, the
Worst of Times” at a CLUB
sponsored lecture tomorrow at 8
p.m. in Memorial Auditorium.
Those interested may also attend
a question and answer period at
9:30 p.m. in the Studio Theatre.
Plans are being made to have
Kerr speak to student groups on
campus during the day. Presidents
of several other colleges will be
invited to MSC for the talks. A
coffee hour is also being planned
so that students may address him
personally, but this idea is as yet
tentative.
The former president of the
U n iv ersity o f California at
Berkeley, Clark Kerr was in office
during the riots which resulted
from the Free Speech Movement
in 1964. Removed from this
position by Gov. Ronald Reagan,
Kerr now is chairman of the

Clark Kerr

Speaks on Higher Education
Carnegie Foundation for Higher
Education.
There will be no charge for
a tte n d a n c e at the lecture.
However, SGA cards must be
shown at the door.

Morehead Clarifies
Contract Renewals
By Ellen Dubeck
Staff Reporter

To clear up misunderstanding, Dean Allan W. Morehead
has clarified the distinctions between faculty dismissal and
the decision not to renew a contract.
Dismissal, which implies that a tenured faculty member
has been accused o f serious misconduct and involves
complicated legal proceedings,
because of its nature, is rare,
according to Morehead. Since it is
not pertinent to any situation
present on the MSC campus,
fu rth e r e x p la n a tio n seem s
unnecessary.
More com m on are cases
involving the decision not to
rehire untenured members of the
teaching staff. Proceedings are
simpler because there is no breach
of contract, he explained.
"T h e college purchases a block
of service from the instructor.
After this service is rendered and
paid for, there is no further
obligation on the part of either
the individual of the institution.”
The fact that the instructor is
not asked to return “ is not
necessarily a reflection of the job
the person was doing,” he
c o n t i n u e d . T h e c o lle g e
community may no longer require
his p a rtic u la r service. The
changing need o f students
constantly necessitate such steps,
he explained.
" I f a large number of students
suddenly show an interest in a
particular subject, the college
must conform to these demands.
Because it is limited in size at any
given time, it must siphon off

THE
BOWLERO
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Bowling Lanes

the •
COLLEGE bowl
Ju n c tio n of Rout«* 3 an d 46
C lifton. N ow Ja ra a y

Allan Morehead

Clarifies Distinctions
teachers from other areas.”
Economic factors and space
limitations force cutbacks in other
fields, he added.
Decisions are made by the
department Faculty Personnel
Advisory committee. Student
committee members will also be
consulted now, according to Dean
Morehead. After reaching his
office, recommendations travel to
President Richardson and then to
the Board of Trustees.
A s a rule, each departmental
committee is composed of five
tenured faculty members. Two
represent the upper level ranks
( p r o f e s s o r s and asso ciate
professors) and two, the lower
level ranks (associate professors
and instructors). The chairman is
elected from the department
faculty at large.
The department chairman is an
ex-officio member and does not
vote. However, if his personal
recommendations differ ffom that
of the committee, both are
reviewed by Dean Morehead.

Smooth Phase-out Planned
For College High Students
By Jeanne Schneider
Staff Reporter

“Mrs. Gaeng and I are doing
everything in our power to make
the transition as easy as possible
for students,” said Dr. Anne
Castens referring to the four-year
phase out of College High School.
Dr. Castens, director of College
High, Mrs. Joan Gaeng, guidance
c o u n s e lo r
and P resident
Richardson are working with
College High students and their
parents to make the phase out a
smooth one.
College High School will be
phased out over a four-year
period. All classes from the
present grade eight through the
present grade 11 will be continued
th ro u g h graduation at the
conclusion of grade 12. This will
make the class of June 1973 the
last graduating class from College

TRY Teachers
Draft Eligible
By Roberta Kuehl
Asst. News Editor

Two teachers working in MSC’s
TRY (Talent Research for Youth)
program are eligible to be drafted
in the near future.
The TRY program, a federally
funded program instituted by the
Higher Education Act of 1965,
aims to provide an effective means
o f e d u c a tio n fo r 70-odd
disfavored yet highly potential
students whose talents would
otherwise be neglected.
Mr. Lacey Brown and Mr.
M ichael Cryor, the teachers
n o tifie d of draft eligibility,
provide individual counseling for
personal and academic problems
and lead sensitivity group
discussions where the students
look at themselves and evaluate
their progress.
Presently, Brown has a 1-Y
classification since he failed his
last physical. He does not have a
d ep en d en cy deferment even
though he is married and his wife
is p reg n an t. Y et the 1-Y
deferment is valid only until next
m o n th w hen he will be
r e e x a m i n e d and possible
reclassified.
C ryo r
w as
d e n ie d an
occupational deferment by his
local draft board 21 in Baltimore,
Md., despite the fact that the
TRY program is totally subsidized
by the federal government and
could be considered a program in
the “ national interest or defense.”
Cryor considers this action by the
local draft board “absurd” and
“contradictory.”
At this time all legal measures
fo r d eferm en t have been
exhausted. Dr. Frank Cordasco,
assistant to the president of the
college, is writing to various
senators and General Hershey,
director of the Selective Service
System. Cordasco will attempt to
seek their assistance for the two
TRY teachers.
Support for Cryor’s case has
been indicated by U.S. Sen.
Tydings of Md., Congressman
Freidel of Md. and State Sen.
Daniels of N.J.
If these efforts succeed, Cryor
believes a precedent may be set
r e g a r d i n g o c c u p a tio n a l
deferments. But as he now sees
the situation, “There’s not much
to hope for.”

1968-69 school year. They will
enroll in their hometown high
school. No new seventh grade will
be admitted for the 1969-70
school year.
The decision to return the
present seventh graders to their
hometown high schools was made
w ith the “ best long-range
educational goals in mind,” said
Dr. Castens. “Schools in Montclair
and Clifton, for example, start
specializations in language and
mathematics courses in the eighth
grade,” she continued. Students
of College High School begin such
specializations in the ninth grade.
All of the other campus
Dr. Anne Castens
demonstration schools on state
Long Range Goals Considered
college campuses are elementary
High School.
sch o o ls. Since no course
The present seventh grade class coordination or specialization is
will leave College High School at involved, these schools will be
the conclusion of the present phased out in one year.

Newark State Students
Urge Lower Voting Age
UNION - Students at Newark
State College are urging area
residents to ask their senators and
congressmen to lower the voting
age in New Jersey to 18.
They are asking support for
concurrent Senate and House bills
now pending in the legislature
that would amend the state
c o n s titu tio n to
enfranchise
18-year-olds.
A t the helm of the NSC drive is
Mr. Christopher J. Muzikar, a
senior at NSC and chairman of the
Northern Regional Chapter of the
Voting Age Coalition (VAC).
S tau n ch ly supporting the
effort is Dr. Eugene G. Wilkins,
president of the college, who
identifies with the movement
because he remembers his own
frustration at being unable to vote
at 18, although he had already
been graduated from college and
was holding a responsible position
as a teacher.
"As a society we have been
prone to prolonging unduly the
dependence —yes, almost infancy
— of our children. It is difficult
for us to remember that this
nation was founded by young
people and that the West was won
by youth. Youth responds to
responsibility,” Wilkins has said.

Muzikar has sent a letter to
every member of the NSC faculty,
asking for help with the drive.
“The youth of America are
trying to find better answers to
the problems facing all of us.
Students from NSC feel that
change can be accomplished
without outward extremes, social
upheaval or civil disobedience.
The vote allows all citizens to
express themselves within the
system of government, not in
overt behavior agaipst that
system,” he said.
Sponsors of the proposed
le g is la tio n
a re S e n a to rs
McDermott, Rinaldo, LaCorte,
Schiaffo and Lynch; sponsors of
the House bill are Assemblymen
Hirkala, Capers, Fekety, Fay,
Gavin and Higgins.
'Montclair State College
CAMPUS PHOTOGRAPHY
C O M P E T IT IO N

First Prize..................... $50
Second Prize................ $25
Third P rize...................$10
Deadline; May 8, 1969
Contact Office of Public
Information for Details

E V E R Y M S C G IR L - S O O N E R O R L A T E R G E T S A GOW N FR O M
V E R A PLUM B

N.J. largest selections - over 400 gowns. Nobody,
but nobody, has this unusual, hand picked selection.
Our gowns are special and imaginative. Did you ever
own an original? You’ll be the only girl in the world in
this one. Only Vera Plumb has them. For girls pn a
budget - in our amazing selection - from $19 to $29 —
gowns look as though they cost $50. If you’re splurging
$45 and up you’ll look as though Dior had created a
gown just for you. As always, many, many special sale
gowns at $10 and $15.
210 Bellvue Avenue
Upper Montclair

Monday-Thursday evenings ..............................7-10 p.m.
Daily .
.t .' t , ........................................... 10-5 p.m.
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N SC Institute Treats
Calabrese Reluctant
Learning Disorders To Approve SGA Bill
By Fred Buchholz
Staff Reporter

A T O P C O N C E R T : The men of
Tau Omega Phi will present
Anthony and the Imperials in
concert this Sunday at 3 p.m. in
Panzer Gym. The proceeds from
T O P's first annual concert will be
given to the M S C soccer team.
Tickets are $3 and can be
purchased in Life Hall.

Committee
To Investigate
M SC Employment
By Chris MacMurray
Staff Reporter

In response to a request by the
MSC Board of Trustees, a campus
subcommittee was established by
Dr. T hom as Richardson to
research the present campus
employment program. A draft
sta te m e n t prepared by the
co m m itte e has investigated
various campus work problems
and possible solutions for them.

UNION
The creation of an
Institute of Child Study at
Newark State College under the
direction of Dr. Edward L.
LaCrosse, is a step designed to
provide qualified people in the
field of special education and to
serve as an educational research
center.
C re a tio n
of the Institute
resulted from within the faculty
of NSC over a period of several
years. More emphasis has been
placed on the idea over the past
five years, finally finding fruition
when Chancellor of Higher
Education Ralph Duncan ordered
the phasing out of the Campus
School, which is a demonstration
elementary school similar to
MSC’s College High.
Dr. Arthur Jonas, principal of
the Campus School, stated that
even though the school is to be
phased out, classes will continue
with emphasis inclined towards
the research aspects of education.
The present enrollment in the
school consists of 220 children of
which 45 are handicapped.
Known until recently as the
Child Study Center, the Institute
of Child Study is an expanded
center serving as a diagnostic and
remedial facility for children with
learning
disabilities.
Simultaneously serving as a
tra in in g center for students
preparing for careers in special
education. Also included is an
Evaluation Clinic, which provides
various diagnostic services plus

LAWRENCE, Kan. - (I.P.) Student interest and a faculty
response recently helped create a
course on the New Left for the
current spring semester at the
University of Kansas.
Political Science 98 for juniors
and seniors and Political Science
48 for freshmen and sophomores,
Clifford Ketzel, professor of
political science, said will define
and evaluate the New Left
movement in the United States.
He said upperclassmen will act
as discussion leaders for seven
freshmen and sophomore sections,
each of which will include 12
students. Discussion groups will
meet once a week for two hours
in the evening. Students will
receive two hours credit for the
T h e d r a f t statement was course.
submitted to Richardson for
approval accompanied by a
College Slates English As
further recommendation for the
Montclair State College in
f o r m a tio n o f a stan d in g
committee on campus student cooperation with the U.S. Office
employment. Such a committee, of Education will offer a six-week
consisting of faculty, students and | V O U R A U T H O R I Z E D D E A L E R F O R
S A L K S A N O S E A V IC K
administration, was approved.

Policy change is expected to be
determined by mid-May.

two special classes for the
ncurologically impaired, remedial
clinics for reading, speech and
hearing, an educational and
instructional resources center and
experimental and speech therapy
classes. Although the Institute has
these various facets, its main
purpose, according to LaCrosse,
will be, “for research, training an«f
service.”

Mr. Vincent Calabrese, director
of business services at MSC has
not approved a bill passed
recently by the SGA which
provides for a system of graduated
parking fines.
Calabrese does not feel that the
existing $5 fine for all traffic
violations is effective. Therefore,
he does not believe that a less
stringent graduated system will
After being recommended by
solve the problem of traffic
their local school district, the
violations on campus.
children are selected by the
Under the system initiated by
Institute according to space
the SGA, fines would range from
available in the classes. Facilities
$2 to $5 with the most freqyent
are provided to accommodate
violations having lesser fines. A $2
approximately 1500 children per
fine would be incurred for parking
year. The length of time a child
in a reserved space, the most
attends the Institute is dependent
frequent offense. Parking by a
upon whatever is done with him.
yellow curb, which is another
It is possible for a child to be
common violation, would result in
there for only five minutes and
a $3 fine. Cars without a decal
another to stay as long as six
would be charged with a $4 fine.
years. Many of the applicants are
A $5 fine would be given to those
referred back to the local schools
who obstruct traffic or park on
or to special schools designed for
cultivated areas.
the particular handicap of the
child.
When asked whether or not
this work becomes frustrating
because of the slow rate of
a c c o m p lis h m e n t, LaCrosse
replied: “To the contrary, it is
exciting.” The frustration occurs
when a child which is brought to
us is too old to help “knowing
that it could have been given a
second chance for life” if only it
had been brought for special
training at an earlier age.

'New Left11s Topic of
Kansas University Course

A s stated in the draft, “The
subcommittee on campus student
employment was charged with the
responsibility of itemizing and
categorizing the various areas of
student employment on campus.
The committee recognizes that
existing disparity with regard to
wage
scales,
hours,
responsibilities, experience, need
and sources of revenue have led to
or would lead to low student
morale, negativistic attitudes and
general unrest among the campus
working students. While the
committee recognizes its primary
fu n c tio n as a fact-finding
committee, it does taka the
lib e rty o f m aking certain
recommendations which appear as
the last point of this statement.”

“We hope to institute actual
policy change as of the next
college, fiscal year (July 1)” ,
asserts Mr. Michael Lowenthal,
member of the subcommittee
w hich formulated the draft
statement.

By Susan Johnson
Staff Reporter

I VOLVO
j
TRIUMPH
JAGUAR
M.G.
I
IM PO R TED M O T O R S
OF M O N T C LA IR
34 Valley Rd.
746-4500
Special M S C

Discounts!

“ Juniors and seniors will
exchange views on lower division
teaching methods at separate
meetings where they can develop
a common core for the program,”
Ketzel said.
He explained the course was
designed to present criticism of
modern American society and
foreign policy from the New Left
perspective. “We will examine
alternatives of existing middle
class cultures.” It’s hoped by the
end of the semester that students
can define the New Left
movement in the United States.
“The course is part of an
attempt by interested faculty and
students
t o set up a
stu d en t-in itiated course not
regularly offered in an existing
department.”

Second Language Course
workshop on English as a second
language. Thirty-five students
from the metropolitan area will be
selected to participate in the
course slated to begin on June 30
and continue thru Aug. 8.
Prospective students must hold a
B.A. degree.
The workshop will be directed
by Mrs. Janet Susi and Mrs. Anne
Mickelson, both assistant English
professors at MSC.
For morp

Mrs. Sjusi.

information, contact

Vincent Calabrese

$5 Fine Ineffective
In order for this bill to become
official campus policy, it has to be
approved by Calabrese, the
F acu lty C ouncil, and the
Coordinating Council. Calabrese
has discussed the bill with
President Richardson. It is now
being suggested for the agenda of
the Faculty Council.

Preliminaries OK’d for
$600 Thousand Overpass
By Sue Dominski
Staff Reporter

“Plans are now underway for
constructing the $600 thousand
railroad overpass leading from the
freshman parking lot,” stated Mr.
Vincent B. Calabrese, director of
business services. The architects
have been hired and have
completed the design for the
future overpass-exit. Preliminary
work, including boring on the
land site, has been finished. “We
hope that the overpass will be
completed by September,” stated
Calabrese. “ It is hoped that
construction will begin before this
summer.”
Calabrese noted that the land
needed to construct the planned
bridge has not yet been bought.
This property is presently being

purchased from six private owners
affecting by the future exit from
the MSC campus.
The cost of $600,000 will
include acquisition of the land,
construction of the bridge and
costs of any parking involved.
This new bridge exit will give
the MSC campus access to Clove
road and Route 3, eliminating
some of the congestion at the two
other exits on Normal avenue. A
three level parking lot is planned
for the future located over the
present freshman lot.
The firm contracted to
construct the railroad overpass is
Urbahn, Mahoney and Zvosec,
associate architects.

MSC Parking Complicated
CLIFTON The
at MSC has
complicated by
passed recently
City Council.

parking problem
been further
two ordinances
by the Clifton

Passed unanimously by the
council, they will be used to
discourage MSC students from
parking on two streets in the
Montclair Heights section of the
town.

T h e o rd in a n c e s
establish
alternate side of the street parking
on Woodlawn avenue, between
Valley road and Pearl Brook drive,
and on McCosh road, between
Normal and Woodlawn avenues
between 8 to 11 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

A ll v io la to rs o f these
ordinances will be subject to a
$50 fine or 15 days in jail or both.

Journalism Awards
The MONTCLARION, the
weekly newspaper at Montclair
S tate, received two separate
journalistic awards this week.
The C o lu m b ia University
School of Journalism’s Scholastic
Press A ssociation and the
U n iv ersity o f M innesota’s
Associated Collegiate Press both
awarded the MONTCLARION
first class ratings as part of their
annual critical evaluations of
collegiate publications.
The MONTCLARION is a
“ t h o r o u g h l y in form ative,
en tertain in g and provocative

newspaper
one that your
students must be proud of,”
commented the judge from the
Colum bia S cholastic Press
Association.
The
judge
c i t e d the
MONTCLARlON’s special extra
edition of Nov. 13, 1968 that
revealed plans for Montclair State
University. "Your entertainment
and feature pages are quite
entertaining and informative,” the
judge wrote.
The
MONTCLARION,
established in 1928, has been
printed on a weekly basis since
September 1968.
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Serving the College
Community Since 1928
M IR IA M T A U B
D A V I D M. L E V I N E
M A R I- J O M A R R A

E D IT O R - IN - C H IE F
M A N A G IN G E D IT O R
B U S IN E S S M A N A G E R

The editorial opinions expressed represent those of the
editor-in-chief and managing editor unless otherwise signed.

‘A Thoroughly Enjoyable N ew spaper’
The newspaper business, like any other
significant enterprise, is a field ridden with a
hefty amount of competition and criticism.
More often than not, however, a newspaper
usually finds itself walking a tightrope —
trying to please everyone while following the
stringent demands of journalistic style, space
and time.
It’s easy to criticize a newspaper because
mistakes are usually numerous - misspelled
names, wrong pictures and occasionally a
wrong fact. In all, however, the clear
intention of our newspaper always comes
through - to report news and information in
a manner as interesting and as relevant as
possible.
And apparently the MONTCLARION is
doing a good job at it. This past week the
MONTCLARION was awarded first class
ratings by the Associated Collegiate Press

and the Columbia School of Journalism’s
Scholastic Press Association.
These are indeed ifnpressive awards that
the many reporters and editors of our
college newspaper can look to as a source of
inspiration. The MONTCLARION is a
“thoroughly informative, entertaining and
provocative newspaper,” commented the
judge from the Columbia Scholastic Press
Assocation.
In recent weeks, however, this
newspaper has been subjected to unfounded
criticism based on the whims of some SGA
legislators. Their comments have little merit
in view of their lack of journalistic insight.
We can only hope that these student
leaders, eager to weigh the feelings of the
student body against the MONTCLARION,
handle their position with some degree of
responsibility and intelligence.

Focus on the Faculty
A major step toward university status
has been taken through the recommendation
of the Faculty Council to support in
principle the evaluation of all faculty by all
students, to begin as early as this spring.
The committee on student-faculty
relations, which drew up the proposal
approving the faculty evaluations, has no
formal objectives regarding the use of the
evaluation forms this spring. However, it
plans to develop ways in which the forms
can be used by the administration.
Although this semester’s evaluations will
be handled by the professors with the forms
to be retained by them for their
self-education, the committee hopes future
faculty evaluation forms will be used in
determining tenure assignments and teacher
ef f ec t i venes s . ( The st udent - f acul t y
committee is continuing its work to develop
a modified form similar to the evaluation
form now available in Dean Morehead’s
office.)

However, it must be remembered that
the Faculty Council cannot enforce this
recommendation for evaluation. Although
the proposal was unanimously accepted by
the Faculty Council representatives, the
Council cannot assure the students and
administration that all faculty members will
volunteer to be evaluated.
It is hoped that with the Faculty Council
recommendation, all faculty members will
participate in the evaluations. It must be
remembered that the intention of the
evaluation is to enlighten the professor as to
the effectiveness o f his teaching techniques,
his course and course content.
Through this anonymous style of
communication, the faculty members will
certainly become more aware o f what
actually may be taking place in their classes.
It is certainly hoped that constructive,
useful comments will be presented, giving
the faculty some honest student feedback.

THE UNDERGROUND PRESS

Penetration Is Aim
Of New Underground
The following is the last o f a four-part series on
t o d a y ’s underground press written by
MONTCLARION Managing Editor David M.
Levine.

Until recently America’s underground press has largely
been in the hands of the nation’s idealistic youths who
believe their philosophies and interests can be best conveyed
thru the brightly colored pages of an underground tabloid.
With the increasingly large circulations of these papers, a
new underground is emerging —
seemingly disinterested with the
usual diet of rock music and drugs
offered by their comrades.
Apparently
the new
underground hopes to penetrate
every available phase of American
society. High schools in the
metropolitan area are faced with
the in tern al distribution of
underground papers which take
cracks at the administrators of
many local educat i onal
institutions. And, in many cases,
the students caught distributing
und erg ro u n d g azettes face
expulsion.
Nonunionized businesses, too,
are constantly faced with the
distribution of “progressive labor”
newspapers which, in most cases,
do not carry the name of a
publisher or editorial staff names.
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Perhaps the most recent,
a s t oni s hi ng e x a mp l e of
underground penetration is the
distribution of tabloid-sized (a
tabloid newspaper is the same size
as th e MO N T C L A R I O N )
newspapers at the Fort Dix
military base.
Ar my o fficials recen tly
reported that a newspaper calling
itself “Shakedown” is being
distributed on the base. The
officials would like to halt the
distribution of this publication at
Ft. Dix, but they cannot find the
source
c i r c u l a t i n g t he
underground Gi paper.
S hakedow n features news
about disturbances at military
installations around the nation.
The names of similar publication
and where the GI can go for legal
assistance is also found in the
paper.
Fatigue Press in Austin, Tex.,
Short Timer of Columbus, S.C.
and the Last Harass from Augusta,
Ga. are some of the prominent
underground GI gazettes.
“This paper is written and
published by a group of Fort Dix
Gls who in doing so have freed
their minds from the involutary
serv itu d e o f the m ilitary
machine.” That’s the motto
Shakedown.
C U R R E N T IN V E S T IG A T IO N

Currently under investigation is
Pfc. Dennis Davis, alleged editor
of Last Harass. Davis, who has 20
more days to serve in the Army,
was brought in front of a Fort
Gordon, Ga. board of officers for

setting out “ to subvert the Army
and everything that it stands for,”
according to Maj. Joe B. Brown.
Last Harass printed news
critical of the armed forces and
the President.
Davis contends that the Army
is discriminating against him
because he’s a member of the
Progressive Labor Party. Davis,
26, was a graduate student at
Columbia University before being
drafted. He refused to sign a
loyalty oath at the time of
induction.
Davis will know by the end of
this week whether he’ll receive a
dishonorable discharge from the
Army or remain at Ft. Gordon for
his last 20 days.
G E T T IN G B IG G E R

Although not a new concept,
America’s underground press is
beginning to receive wide
a tte n tio n . The underground
presses of the past have been
c o n te n te d to criticize the
administration in power, then die
off. Penetration of society is the
ambition of today’s underground.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

met?

MSC Benefactor
To the Editor:
One of the intriguing aspects of
a college is the memories it
gathers over the years, testifying
to the large human endeavor that
creates a place of learning and
inspiration.
Recently, a benefactor of
Montclair, Katherine Blossom
Webster, died at the age of 94.
She was the widow of the first
chairman of the department of
English, Edward H. Webster, for
whom Webster Hall is named.
When Webster Hall was dedicated
in 1963, Mrs. Webster responded
to Dr. Partridge’s dedication
message ably and graciously
because the college’s development
meant much to her.
Born in Brooklyn Heights, she
was graduated from Packer
Institute. So keen was her mind
and so great was her interest in
intellectual subjects, that Mr.
Webster always jokingly referred
to her as the “Ph.D. mind in the
family.” When Mr. Webster died,
she decided that the college, to
which he had given 10 of the best
years of his life, should possess his
collection of modern poetry,
many first editions limited and
autographed, which is in the
Sprague Library.
In behalf of those few left
from the original faculty, 1 wish
to honor Mrs. Webster because
she, like her husband, is a symbol
of the devotion that established
the College on a foundation of
n o t o n l y a c a d e mi c and
professional ideals but also
untiring labor in transforming
those ideals into reality.
As Montclair State College is
earnestly laboring to establish a
greater college, those who have
labored before us can be an
inspiration for which we should
be grateful.
Mrs. Webster’s death does not
bring to a close the Webster
association with the College, for
her daughter, Katherine Webster
S aw fo rd , and her husband
Howard are Montclair graduates.
Harold C. Bohn, chairman,
department of English.
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A Tribute, A Defense and A Platform
Are Discussed by Readers This Week
A Tribute to an
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The MONTCLARION welcomes letters on any
subject. Because of space demands, it is not
possible to publish all letters received. However,
letters submitted double-spaced, typed and limited
to 250 words receive first preference. Letters may
be edited to conform to journalistic style.
The views presented in these letters do not
necessarily represent the opinions of the
MONTCLARION.
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A Year of Decision
To the Editor:
This year will be a year of
decision for the class of 1970 - a
year in which all of our lives will
be greatly affected as graduation
a p p ro a c h e s . . . If elected
president of the class of 1970, I
would endeavor to enable seniors
to have an opportunity to visit
wi t h em ployers of various
vocations from all areas of the
employment spectrum. At this
time 1 propose to work with the
other class officers and the
administration in designing a
functional interviewing program
where representatives from all
walks of life would meet with
interested seniors on campus.
This could be done much in
the same manner as teacher
i n t e r v i e w s a r e p re se n tly
conducted. I feel strongly that if
Montclair State is to truly become
a liberal arts college, then we need
to see that graduating seniors have
every o p p o rtu n ity to seek
employment in other areas rather
than just offering employment in
the teaching field.
To conclude, there is much to
be done in our class in this next
year. If elected your president of
the senior class, I can pledge to
continue looking forward and to
continue to assist the class in its
year of decision.
Michael J. Hogan,
candidate for senior class
president, 1970.

Dr. Kowalski is presently in the
process of forming a student
advisory council which will meet
regularly with him. In regard to
Mr. Nelson’s reference concerning
Dr. Kowalski’s dragging his feet in
im p lem en tatio n o f student
representation on the Faculty
Council, I would point out that
Dr. Kowalski explained to anyone
who asked him that it was
generally felt that the Faculty
Council was not the ideal place
for student representation. He
does not mean to imply that such
representation should not exist.

In conclusion I must say
personally that Mr. Nelson used
extremely poor taste in his choice
of verbiage. It is not for him to
say that Dr. Kowalski suffers from
a lack of communication with the
students of his department, even
when it is in the form of a
opinion. Further, his reference to
Dr. Kowalski as one who is
Kowalski Defended
playing politican is not only
To the Editor:
without basis, but insulting. 1
In reply to the letter written by believe an apology is in order.
M r. Wa r d
B.
Nelson
John Dreher
(MONTCLARION, March 26), I
Physics, Senate.
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- Editor
would ask Mr. Nelson to consider
a few very important facts which
he seems to have skimmed over in
his attem p t to provide an
interesting, if unfounded, letter.
The first and foremost lies in
the fact that Dr. Kowaski was not
attempting to point out what a
wonderful and adequate system
now exists, but rather that such a
system does not exist, and should.
I would remind Mr. Nelson that
th e p h y s ic s -e a rth science
department has itself only been in
ex ¡stance for less than one
semester.
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Dungan, Gross Quiz Set
Herald-News Trenton Bureau

TRENTON - The Senate and
A s s e m b l y co m m ittees on
education have prepared a list of
questions for Ralph Dungan,
chancellor of higher education,
and Mason Gross, president of
Rutgers.
The questions relate to the
recent disturbances at Rutgers and
to reports made by the two men

in the last few weeks. They also
have to do with public policy
about education - especially
r e g a r d i n g a d m is s io n s to
institutions of higher learning in
the state.
The hearings, open to the
public will be held on April 23 at
4 p.m. in the Assembly Chamber.
( R e p r i n t e d f r o m T h e H e r a ld - N e w s ,
P a ssa ic , N .J .)

Jersey Student Loans
Reach All-Time High
TRENTON — “The number of
students receiving assistance under
the St at e Guaranteed Loan
Program has reached an all time
high, more than tripling in the
past two years,” said Chancellor
Ralph A. Dungan.
"O n e out of every six New
Jersey residents attending college
in or out of state is now receiving
some assistance under the loan
program,” Dungan said.
Over 32,000 loans were made
in the first half of this fiscal year,
a 55 per cent increase over the
same period last year.
Since its inception in I960, the
State
Loan Program has
guaranteed more than 76,000
loans totaling nearly S74,000,000.
Under the program, students may
borrow up to $1,500 a year, but
the total loans may not exceed
$7,500 for both undergraduate
and graduate study.

The amount of the average
loan increased slightly to
$ 1,042.40. More than 92 per cent
b o r r o w e r s ar e
o f th e
undergraduate students.
The loan, to help pay college
costs, are at the rate of seven
percent simple interest a year. The
Federal Government pays the
interest while the student is in
college, provided the borrower’s
adjusted family income is under
$15,000 at the time the loan is
made.

Montclarion classified ads
are easy to use .. . and they
bring results. The cost is
only 50 cents a line, $1
for three lines.

Reportage: Disruptions Shouldn't Be Tolerated
B y Fred Buchholz
Staff Reporter

Recent campus disturbances by
small groups of discontented
students and non-students, which
caused the cancellation of classes
or the closing of the entire school,
is a condition which should not be
t o l e r a t e d by the college
administrative body.
In the fight for their demands,
these discontented students are
completely disregarding the rights
o f t)ie other students. The
university of today must remain
flexible to keep abreast of the
changing times, but the methods

used to bring about changes must
be of a constructive rather than
obstructive nature. Not much
success is usually attained by use
of negative methods.
1 The student building-takeover
at Rutgers-Newark three weeks
ago made the administration
institute a plan to accept all
d isadvantaged high school
graduates. The disadvantaged
includes both financially and
e d u c a tio n a lly . The Rutgers
administration admits to the lack
of finances for this plan. Nor do
they intend to change the
curriculum to better suit the

qualifications of these students.
Wi t hout a change in the
curriculum, the educationally
disadvantaged student will have a
very tough time to maintain his
grades.
It is very possible that the
student will fail in his first year.
The demands of the few, in this
case, were met; to what advantage
remains to be seen.

Complete disregard for the
majority of the student body in
t a k e o v e r s should n o t go
u n n o ticed . Student demands
under that type of situation
should be completely ignored. By

using force to possess the
building, the students are
signifying their willingness to
make the issue a physical one as
well as an ideological one. If
buildings are taken by force, they
should be, if necessary, retaken in
the same manner and punishment
meted out to the individuals
responsible for the illegal seizure
of property.
A D M IN IS T R A T IO N
M U S T L IS T E N
College administrators must
avail themselves to listen and

consider the desires of the
students in these fast changing
times, but they must also remain
in charge of their respective
i n s t i t u t i o n s . Th e i r first
responsibility is to the entire
school, not to the few radicals
demanding concessions.
Most of the civilized and
educated men in authoritative
positions are more than willing to
listen to reason. A greater number
of constructive results can be
achieved by means of reason and
a r b i t r a t i o n . The use o f
demonstrative methods should be
considered as a last resource.

— M O N T C LA R IO N -
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SINCE YOU ASKED M E . . .

Communication G ap?
B y Jane Conforth
Roving Reporter
Q U E S T IO N : D o you think there
is a communications problem
between students and faculty at
M SC?

Irene Kasprzak, junior, business
major: “Not if you’re a business
major. 1 would hesitate to talk to
a faculty member who is not in
my major field because 1 don’t
know them. But my business
professors are easy to talk to
because I have gotten to know
them.”
Grace Spampinato, freshman,
F ren ch major: “ 1 have no
problems. Most of my professors
are open to communication. If
anything is wrong, 1 know the
French professors encourage you
to come and talk.”
Jim Sullivan, sophomore, English
major: “ In my department, no.
But in trying to get in touch with
teachers other than in my major
field, 1 have had some difficulty,
e sp e c ia lly in the science
department.”
J ohn Rolak, junior, physics
major: “In some cases yes. 1 find
it easy to talk to teachers in my

major, but it would be good if
there was more contact between
the students ad the faculty.”
FACUL T Y RESPONSES
James Keenen, social science
department: “Yes. It’s related to
the size of the institution and the
fact that most of the students are
commuters. There’s no formal
place where faculty and students
come together. If there was a
place specifically for them to get
together, communication might
be improved.”
Marcoantonio Lacalena, math
department: “ If there is no
communication, it’s because many
students are afraid to avail
themselves of the opportunity to
speak to instructors.”
Mrs. Robert McCauley, business
department: “ In our department
there
is a v e r y g o o d
c o mmuni c a t i on. Recently a
student group was formed, and
they met with our faculty and
formulated programs with us. At
our last faculty meeting we had
five students present, and they
c o n t r i b u t e d ideas to our
meeting.”
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McGovern Says

U.S. to Blame for Viet Escalation
By Ed Sant'Eufemia
Staff Reporter

UNION Sen. George McGovern
spoke to a near capacity crowd of
950 students, teachers, reporters
and re sid e n ts h ere, Tues.
afternoon, March 25. The lecture
was part of the Dr. M. Ernest
T ow nsend Memorial Lecture
Series sponsored by Newark State
College and held in the College.
Theatre for the Performing Arts.
M cG overn, a “dove” by
se lf-c la ssific atio n , concerned
h im self wi t h the American
involvement in Vietnam and the
influences which this commitment
holds and has held since 1945, on
de t e r mi ni ng our economic,
military and political trends. The
senator brought to mind the
unparalleled priority which the
Vietnam issue has assumed by
saying that the “American people
are growing weary” of the
military involvement in southeast
Asia. He asked us to view the
circumstances which had placed
us into this stalemated effort,
while disclosing that the cost of
the Vietnam conflict, in American
lives, will surpass the 33,630 lost
in the Korean war by the end of
March.

O u r association with the
Vietnam policy stems back to the
Japanese take over of the French
colony, Indo-China, of which
Vietnam is part, in 1940. We
became involved in keeping the
Japanese out of the area with the
aid of Ho Chi Minh, who was the
on the “ American payroll”
comparable to the CIA, said the
senator. In 1945, after World War
II, the French desire to recolonize
arose.
The
Roosevelt
Ad mi n i s t r a t i o n i mpar t i al l y
proposed to make the Indo-China
area a United Nations territory.
Aft er Roosevelt’s death, the
leadership chose to back the
French desire, alienating the Hao
Chi Minh forces. So we descend to
the modern conflict.
Forced by the tremendous
defeat of French forces at Dinh
Bein Fu, the struggling factions
adopted the Geneva Accords in
1954, a cease fire which proposed
a military withdrawal by both
sides to their respective territories,
focusing on the 17th parallel,
which still divides North and
Sout h Vietnam today. The
Accords provided for a popular,
national election in Vietnam two
years following the cease fire of
July 20, 1954.
The 1956 elections never
materialized. Under President
Eisenhower a puppet government
was established in South Vietnam.
McGovern attributed this to
Eisenhower’s knowledge that, as
the senator phrased it, “even in an
honest election Ho Chi Minh
would win 80 per cent of the
popular vote.” The unification of
Vietnam would never come about
as had been agreed. Instead, the
i m p o s e d S o u t h V ietnam
government built an economic
and political structure which was
pro-American and anticommunist.
McGovern pointed out that the
land reforms and tax reforms,

which would “lift the standard of
life” in South Vietnam, were not
carried out. The land reforms
would have given the government
of South Vietnam the popular
support that it needed to become
an effective representation of the
people.
To show us the extent to
which the Vietnam situation has
grown, the senator said: “In eight
years, the military budget has
doubled from $40 billion to some
$83 billion. As the military
demands rise, so do military
decisions,” reminded the senator.
Five years ago, there were 90,000
troops, now there are 550,000
troops.
The senator blames the U.S.
for this most current escalation.
McGovern urged us to abandon
the “action-reaction syndrome,”
which has become a standard in
Vietnamese policies. “We should
move in a different direction,” he
said.
“ Up until now we have
maximized contact with the
enemy where we should be
mi ni mi zi ng i t . ” Concerning
reports of Vietnam and actions
taken by oilr country, McGovern
said, “Don’t let anyone fool you.”
McGovern suggested a coalition
gove r nme nt , co n sistin g o f
elements from all factions in
Vietnam, including the military,
the National Liberation Front, the
Buddhists, the Catholics and the
n eu trals. A ccom panied by
military withdrawal, this move
would speed the resolution of the
Vietnam problem. McGovern feels
that, “The fate of the world will
not be resolved in Saigon.”
Realizing the dangers of his
course, McGovern concluded his
oration by saying: “My course is
not risk free, but is this present
course free from danger and
hazard?”

It has nothing to do with
calories. It’s a special
female weight gain...
caused by temporary
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you know... that
uncomfortable full
feeling that sneaks up
on you the week before
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on
delicate nerves and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)
That’s why so
many women take PAMPRIN*.
It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
Nor feels less than perfect, either.

S t a f f P h o t o b y M o r e y A n t e b i.

Joan Osipowitz, junior French major, examines photos for La
Campana. An off-campus student, Joan comes from Matawan,
N.J. and she enjoys water skiing and sewing in her spare time.
Joan is a sister of Sigma Delta Phi and is pinned to Andy Paterna
of Senate.
_____________ _
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Butler, Rodgers Spark Psi Chi

PHI SIGMA EPSILON

To IM Swimming Championship
By John Anesa'i
Sports Editor

The first annual Intramural
Swimming Meet, sponsored by Phi
Sigma Epsilon, was held on
Thurs., March 27, in Panzer Gym.
Only three fraternities, Psi Chi,
Zeta Epsilon Tau and Phi Sig,
made good showings with fine
t u r n o u t s and ent hus i as t i c
competitors. Psi Chi, led by Jerry
Butler and Dale Rodgers, walked
off with first team honors. Their
team total was 19 points as Phi
Sig took second with eight and
ZET placed third with three.
Ha n k Maged, s wi mmi ng
unattached, was the outstanding
individual as he won the 25-yard
freestyle in 11.9 seconds and the
50-yard freestyle in 26 seconds
flat. H ouston Webber, also
u n a t t a c h e d , gave a fine
performance as he finished second
to Maged twice with times of 11.9
Come visit the

QUAKERS
at our Meeting for Worship
Sundays 11 a.m.

Discover the Quakers and you may
discover you are one yourself.
M ontclair Meeting
C o m e r Park & G ordonhurst
Upper Montclair, N.J.

and 26.5. The 25-yard freestyle
was a real battle as third-place
f i n i s h e r R i c h Davi ds on,
unattached, finished in 12.0
seconds.
Butler took a second in the
breast stroke (16.6) and a fourth
in the 25-yard freestyle (28.0).
Rodgers took a second in the
butterfly (15.6) and led Psi Chi to
victory in the 100-yard freestyle
relay.
Davidson won the 25-yard
breast stroke competition and also
led the winning team in the
100-yard medley relay.
Pat Q uiroz, independent,
looked very impressive, winning
the but t er f l y, whi l e Greg
Nicholson, swimming for Tau
Lambda Beta, took the breast
stroke.

Claydon Leads
To 6-1 Victory
The frosh baseball team, under
coach Alex “Sanduch” Tornillo,
started off on a winning note,
d efeating Fordham U., 6-1,
yesterday.
Rich Claydon pitched the first
five innings giving up the one run
in the first. Claydon displayed
blazing speed with nine K’s. Paul
Parker mopped up the last four
winnings with shutout ball and
seven K’s.
Bob Brewster led the hitting
support with three hits and two
RBI’s. Tom Rothaker chipped in
with two hits.

Swim Meet
50-yard freestyle
1. Mageo
ind.
26.0
2. Webber
ind.
26.5
3. Coletta
TAB
27.0
4. Butler
Psi Chi 28.0
25-yard backstyle
1. Davison
ind.
14.1
2. McAllister
Phi Sig. 15.1
3. Fisher
Psi Chi 16.1
4. Mall is
ZET
19.1
25-yard breaststroke
1. Nicholson
TAB
16.4
2. Butler
Psi Chi 18.6
3. Mortenser
18.0
ZET
4. Trommer
Phi Sig 19.4
25-yard butterfly
1. Quiroz
13.4
ind.
2. Rodgers
Psi Chi 15.6
3. Zurich
Psi Chi —
25-yard freestyle
1. Maged
11.9
ind.
2. Webber
ind.
11.8
3. Davison
ind.
12.0
4. McAllister
Phi Sig 13.4
100-yard medley relay
1. Davison, Nicholson, Quiroz,
Coletta
57.1.
2. Cantalice, Hunter, Malanga,
Jensen
(Psi Chi) 103.6.
100-yard freestyle relay
1. Butler, Rodgers, Hunter,
Jensen,
(Psi Chi) 55.5
2. M cA llister, Trommer,
Donat, Reaves
(Phi Sig) 102.2.

T h e sp o rts staff o f the
Montclarion would appreciate any
comments that any sports fan
would like to voice. This includes
criticism of athletes as well as of
the sports page. Send all letters to
the Montclarion Sports Editor,
Second Floor, Life Hall, Montclair
State College, Upper Montclair,
N.J., 07034.
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Bryer Finishes 2nd, Rodgers 5th
As Swashbucklers Take 4th
Led by Dave Bryer and Dale Indians in 1968-69 posted an
Rodgers, Montclair State College’s amazing mark of 91-17.
varsity fencing team experienced
Todd Boepple, a sophomore
another successful season during from West Caldwell, turned in the
the past winter posting a dual top mark in foil with a 23-13
match record of eight wins and mark, while Jim Robertson, a
junior from Lanoka Harbor, was
four defeats.
second with a 15-13 mark.
Coach Walter Gaylor’s team set
Bruce Kinter, a sophomore
a new record for most wins in a
from Trenton, posted the best
single season with eight victories.
record in epee winning 17 of 34
The overall mark of 8-4 was the
bouts.
second best record in the school’s
The foil team for the season
five-year history since the sport
was 57-51 while the young epee
was reintroduced on a varsity
team managed 45 wins losing 63
basis.
bouts.
Bryer, a sophomore from
During the 1968-69 season,
Fairfield, led the highly successful Montclair State posted wins over
sabre team with a record of 34 Paterson State, Pace, Jersey City
wins and only 1 defeat. The State, Fairleigh Dickinson, St.
Indians star won 32 dual match Peter’s, Rochester Institute of
victories in a row this season Technology, Hobart and the
before dropping his only bout in University of Buffalo.
the final match of the season
The Indians losses were to
against Army.
Newark College of Engineering,
Bryer, now a sophomore and Newark Rutgers, St. John’s and
undefeated as a freshman in Army.
v arsity competition, ran his
consecutive dual match winning
streak to 56 straight bouts over
the last two seasons.
T U T O R S N E E D E D : V o lu n t e e r tu to rs
Rodgers, a junior from
for
U p w a rd
Bound
on
S a tu rd a y
Franklin Lakes, posted a dual
m o rn in g s con ta ct: M rs. J. Rutberg,
C h a p in H all office, 9 a.m. to 1 2 : 3 0
match record of 34-2 and won his
p.m. or call ext. 3 66 .
last 18 bouts in a row. A threePAM PH LETS,
BOOKS
and
oth e r
year veteran, Rodgers now has a
m aterials collected fo r the D r u g A b u s e
w
o
r
k
s
h
o
p
are
a
vailable
to
s
tu
d
e
n
ts
fo r
varsity record in sabre of 75 bout
research, term p a pers and d ru g studies.
R e so u rc e s a vailable in D r. R e d d ’s
wins in 81 outings.
office (C h a p in H a ll — first flo o r), 9
Jordan Denner, a junior from
a.m. to 1 2 :3 0 p.m. daily.
Springfield, rounded out the fine
W E E K L Y L U N C H E O N S : T h e q u a n t it y
fo o d s class w ill begin serving w e e k ly
sabre team with a 23-13 record.
lu n c h e o n s at n o o n o n Tues., W ed.,
The sabre team in the 12
T hurs., b e g in n in g th is w eek and e n d in g
A p r il 2 4. T ic k e ts are $1.
match schedule undertaken by the

Classified...

CLUB PRESENTS ,
(

Dr. Clark Kerr - lecturer
Former President of the University of California at Berkeley and
i

Currently Chairman of the Carnegie Foundation for Higher Education.

April 10
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8 p.m.

Memorial Auditorium
free
Following the lecture a seminar will he conducted on stage.
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AFLYING YOUNG MAN:

S ta ff P h o t o b y R o g e r L. B ro w n .

C A L IF O R N IA C O M P E T IT O R S : Gymnastics coach Terry Orlick (right) talks shop with Dave Green
(left) and Rick Schwarz prior to their appearance in the N C A A gymnastic championship competition
held last weekend in California.

Buonomo Impresses at
Hot Corner for Sanduch
By Rich G ticff
Sports Staff

When his brother, Bucky
(Wayne), taught him how to play
baseball 11 years ago, Rich
Buonomo could hardly toss a ball
30 feet. Now as an MSC
freshman, the graduate of Bogota
High is zinging bullets across the
infield from third base, hitting the
ball with authority and fighting
hard for a starting berth on coach
A1 Tornillo’s frosh diamond
squad. Of all the candidates,
Buonomo has looked the most
impressive.
Buonomo, an all-county and
all-league selection in his senior
year, played his high school ball at
the hot corner for coach Jack
Speary at Bogota. He earned two
varsity awards, hitting .400 and
belting three home runs last year,
leading his team to an 18 and six
record and the county and state
tournament.
Last summer he had the chance

to try out for the Atlanta Braves
in Ridgefield, N.J. There were
only 18 young men from the
metropolitan area asked to try
out.
"T h a t was really exciting,”
Bunomo noted. “ I’d really love a
chance to play pro ball. If I can’t
though, teaching and coaching
would make me, as a physical
education major, very happy.
In addi t i on t o baseball,
Buonomo played football here at
MSC as the starting fullback for
the frosh eleven. At Bogota, under
Speary, Buonomo played three
years of varsity in the backfield
and captained the team last year.
He also wrestled in his freshman
year under Leo Janendo and made
the varsity.
Buonomo, who keeps in shape
by weightlifting, points to Peter
Alteri and Speary, two of his high
school coaches and both graduates
of MSC, as being very influential
regarding his athletic endeavors
and his coming to Montclair.

Schwarz and Green Stand Out
Against Nation’s Best in California
Sunny California was the site
fo r the National Collegiate
At hl et i c Association college
division
gymnastics
championships last Friday. Coach
Terry Orlick, Rich Schwarz and
Dave Green, representing MSC.
made the long trip cross-country
to San Fernando Valley State
College.
There were 40 to 50 of the top
small college gymnasts entered in
each event. Schwarz gave a fine
performance finishing ninth on
the long horse and 12th on the
parallel bars. Green also excelled
TODAY
BASEBALL

Home Opener
MSC
vs.
NCE
3:15

as he finished 12th on the high
bar.
Both were disappointed that
they did not finish in the finalist
field, composed of the top six.
But Orlick felt they did a real
good job and was pleased with
their performances.
In addition, he stated that MSC
was not a “known” school at the
tourney and that this had a
“definite effect on the scoring.”

This was the first year that MSC
gymnasts ever made the nationals.
Next year’s championship will
be held closer to the Metropolitan
area, probably in the Midwest.
This will allow MSC to enter as a
team.
The first three place finishers
were San Fernando Valley State,
Southern Connecticut State and
Springfield College respectively.

Jerauld Hurls MSC Over FDU;
Inglis Twirls Nifty 1-Hitter
Pete Jerauld opened the 1969
baseball season, which is coach
Bill Dioguardi’s 21st and last at
MSC, with a fine performance last
Tuesday at FDU. Going a strong
six innings, the ace Indian pitcher
gave up only two hits as the two
runs scored against him came in
on a wind blown fly ball.
His teammates provided him
with plenty of support. Center
fielder Dave Clark and catcher
Frank Rossi hit opening inning
doubles to produce a run. In the
fifth, Steve Samson, playing at the
hot corner, rapped a single to start
things off. Jerauld helped his own
cause by belting a double.
T o m M c C o r m i c k , t he
keystoner who is trying to make a
comeback after the sophomore
jinx hit him last year, knocked
them both in with another single.
Shortstop Rich San Fillipo
crashed a homer in the sixth to up
the count to 7-2. The final score

was 9-6.
Against Newark State, Ken
Inglis pitched a masterpiece to
shutout the previously undefeated
conqueror of Glassboro, 3-0.
Inglis struck out 17 and the
leadoff single in the first was the
only hit he gave up.
Fourth inning hits by Samson,
Carmen DiSimone a double, and
Clark produced the only run
needed.
Dioguardi gave his appraisal of
the team from what has been
exhibited in Florida and in the
first two games. “Pitching has
been the strong point
a big
surprise. Injuries to Fred Keimel
and Pete Jerauld prior to the
season were expected to hurt our
chances for a good start. There
has been some fine defensive play
by both the infield and outfield.
The hitting is good in spots but
needs improvement to take up the
slack for the pitching.

Home of the Dancing Hamburger

West’s Diner
Rt. 46
Sta ff P h o to .

S O C C E R STARS: The soccer stars from King Alfred College, England, pose with the M S C squad prior
to the Britons same with the New Jersey Soccer All-Stars. Montclair contributed seven players to the
21-member All-Star squad. Pictured with the teams are (from right, standing) Leonard Lucenko, M S C
soccer coach. Dean Lawton Blanton and Frank Blackburn, King Alfred College coach.

Little Falls, N. J.
Visit Our Neto Dining Room

Where Good Friends Come to Elat and Meet

